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NEW QUESTION: 1
Exhibit:
Which situation does Jefferson's letter indicate he feared
most?
A. heavy tax burdens being placed on people
B. the central government exercising too much power
C. a majority of people deciding an issue
D. the legislative power to tax
E. state rebellion against the central government
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 2
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D. Unattend.xml
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 3
What levels will be trapped if the administrator executes the
command
router(config)# logging trap 4 (Choose four)
A. Emergency
B. Notice
C. Warning
D. Error
E. Alert
Answer: A,C,D,E
Explanation:
The Message Logging is divided into 8 levels as listed below:
Level Keyword Description
0 emergencies System is unusable
1 alerts Immediate action is needed
2 critical Critical conditions exist
3 errors Error conditions exist
4 warnings Warning conditions exist
5 notification Normal, but significant, conditions exist
6 informational Informational messages
7 debugging Debugging messages
If you specify a level with the " logging trap level" command,
that level and all the higher levels will be logged. For
example, by using the "logging trap 4 command, all the logging
of emergencies, alerts, critical, errors, warnings will be
logged.
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